Widget
Incentivizing busy people to actually check things off their lists
Summary: This new widget and app combination is productivity and
incentive based. The main difference between our product and other
productivity apps is the presence of your tasks on your home screen
and the satisfaction of your chosen incentive for completing your tasks.
Your rewards are customizable based on your preferences.
Problem: While creating to-do lists it can be easy to get off track. Many people
will forget to check off items as they do them, forget to keep track of looking at
their lists.
Solution: The idea of having the app connected to a widget allows people to
see their to-do lists on their home screen. Eliminating the need to remember to
open your productivity app will help the forgetful minded by showing them
their tasks without them needing to search it out on their own.
How to Get Started: Download our app and begin adding the tasks you need
to complete. Open your *widgetsmith* and add widgets to your home screen.
It can be as simple as that! "There are many customizable options users may
choose to explore our options of different colors, styles, rewards, etc. to make
the experience as enjoyable as possible."
"Being able to see all my tasks on my home screen has made me so much
more focused and productive! I love the customizable features, the
satisfaction of closing my productivity ring and the little celebration I get
when I have done all my tasks for the day!"

-satisfied customer

With many other productivity apps on the market we set
ourselves apart by focusing on user friendliness, ease of use,
and incentives.

Frequently Asked
Questions
How does it work?

Open the app and click “NEW” to start your first list! Name your list
and begin adding tasks and optional due dates. Add new lists to
separate out different categories.

Can I check off items and add them from the
widget?
Yes! When you tap the task on the widget it will open the app and
check it as completed. You can also tap to open the app and add
new tasks directly to the list you have featured.

What are my customizable color options?

With the color hex feature you can add any color you could think of!

What are my customizable font options?

Along with lot of already in app fonts you have the option to input
any font as well!

Can I display multiple lists at once?

Yes! You can swipe through your lists to see different sets of tasks.
You also have the ability to add multiple widgets onto your home
screen and can have them display different things such as: different
lists, progression charts, ring monitors and many more!

